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The two predominant paradigms for finding information on the Web are browsing and keyword
searching. While they exhibit complementary advantages, neither paradigm alone is adequate for
complex information goals that lend themselves partially to browsing and partially to searching. To
integrate browsing and searching smoothly into a single interface, we introduce a novel approach
called ScentTrails. Based on the concept of information scent developed in the context of information
foraging theory, ScentTrails highlights hyperlinks to indicate paths to search results. This interface
enables users to interpolate smoothly between searching and browsing to locate content matching
complex information goals effectively.In a preliminary user study, ScentTrails enabled subjects to
find information more quickly than by either searching or browsing alone.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.1.2 [Models and Principles]: User/Machine Systems—
human factors; D.2.2 [Software Engineering]: Design Tools and Techniques—User interfaces;
H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: Multimedia Information Systems—
Evaluation/methodology, hypertext navigation and maps
General Terms: Human Factors, Algorithms, Experimentation, Performance
Additional Key Words and Phrases: ScentTrails, information scent, searching, browsing, World
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1. INTRODUCTION
Finding information on the World Wide Web (WWW) is often difficult. Currently,
there are two predominant interface modes for locating information: browsing
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and searching. Browsing is the process of viewing pages one at a time and navigating between them sequentially using hyperlinks. Searching is the process
of entering a search query (usually a list of keywords) into a search engine,
which produces a ranked list of links to pages that match the query. (These two
paradigms of locating information are more appropriately termed by Jul and
Furnas [1997] as “search by navigation” and “search by query,” respectively, but
we will use the more common terms “browsing” and “searching.”)
Both paradigms are problematic. In general, browsing is not an efficient
means of locating specific information, because users must painstakingly guide
themselves using browsing cues: textual or graphical indications of the content
reachable via a link. Searching, on the other hand, often returns inappropriate
results and loses the important context present in the pages leading to the
search result.
Although browsing and searching each have disadvantages, they both persist
due to their complementary advantages [Jul and Furnas 1997, Manber et al.
1997]. Searching is popular because of its ability to identify pages containing
specific information quickly—each search is tailored specifically to the user’s
particular information need. On the other hand, browsing is useful in cases
where appropriate search keywords are either nonexistent or unavailable to
the user for a variety of possible reasons.
First, during browsing the user may not be certain of what he or she is looking
for until the available options are presented. For example, a user shopping for
photocopiers may not be aware a priori of the choice between digital and analog
copiers. Alternatively, the user may start with only a vague notion of what he
or she wants. In the process of browsing, the exact criteria may crystallize. For
instance, a customer may wish to find a “fast” copier. Upon browsing, he or
she observes the range of speeds available and is able to form a quantitative
criterion for “fast.” Moreover, users may sometimes alter their initial criteria
while browsing as new information becomes available, for example, if a slower
copier is on sale.
Second, certain criteria do not lend themselves well to keyword search, so
browsing is more appropriate. For instance, customers may wish to find copiers
that can perform at least 20 copies per minute. It is difficult to search for such
criteria using existing technology.
Third, the exact terminology used on the Web pages may not be known, so
searching would not yield the correct result. For example, customers searching
for devices that can copy, print, scan, and fax may not be aware that the vendor
employs the term “multifunction” in the product descriptions.
Finally, browsing is appropriate in cases where a great deal of information
and context is obtained along the browsing path itself, not just at the final page.
For example, consider that pages about monochrome copiers are not likely to
advertise the fact that they do not support color copying. However, suppose the
path from the entry point of the site to the page describing the copier includes
a page with links to copiers by category, some supporting color copying and
others not. In this situation, it may only be possible to determine whether a
certain copier supports color by inspecting the browsing cues leading to the
copier description page.
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 10, No. 3, September 2003.
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So, as have others in the literature, for example, Manber et al. [1997], we argue that searching is more appropriate in some cases, whereas browsing is more
appropriate in others. Complex information goals are made up of several criteria, often with some criteria in each category. In our example above, consider
a user seeking a fast digital copier. Search is probably appropriate for finding
digital copiers, whereas browsing is most suitable for identifying “fast” copiers
since it is a relative criterion and is difficult to represent using search keywords.
Although desirable, it is difficult to reap the benefits of both browse and
search simultaneously. On one hand, if the user starts with a search, it is difficult to recover any contextual information embedded in the path leading to the
result pages. If, on the other hand, the user begins by browsing, it is difficult to
perform a search that takes advantage of the insight gained during the initial
browsing period.
To bring together the strengths of browsing and searching into a single interface, we propose ScentTrails. ScentTrails automatically highlights hyperlinks on Web pages to guide users toward search results while still allowing
them to perform conventional browsing. In ScentTrails, the user enters keywords representing the portion of his or her information goal that is initially
known and amenable to search. ScentTrails then annotates the hyperlinks
of Web pages with search cues: indications that a link leads to content that
matches the search query. This annotation is done by visually highlighting
links to complement the browsing cues already embedded in each page. The
degree to which links are highlighted is determined by an Information Scent
algorithm described later in this paper. By considering both the search and
browsing cues together, the user is able to make informed navigational decisions and efficiently locate content matching complex information goals that
lend themselves partially to searching and partially to browsing.
In this paper we present the ScentTrails technique, specifically outlining
our algorithm for determining which hyperlinks to highlight and by how much.
We also present a preliminary study that points to its effectiveness. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, we discuss related work.
Then we describe the Information Scent concept underlying our approach before presenting the ScentTrails technique and its algorithm. Next, we present
our preliminary study evaluating ScentTrails, as compared to pure browsing
and searching. Finally, we discuss link highlighting methods and avenues for
future work.
2. RELATED WORK
It is widely recognized that the traditional Web browsing interface based solely
on navigational access leaves room for improvement. Consequently there is a
large body of work related to improving the Web browsing interface in a variety
of disciplines such as the information retrieval, hypermedia, user interfaces,
artificial intelligence, and Web research communities. Here we cover some of
this work.
A preliminary formal characterization of several aspects of navigational
interfaces is established in Jul and Furnas [1997], which also offers some
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 10, No. 3, September 2003.
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perspectives on designing content for easy navigation or browsing. Our approach to assisting with navigation of Web sites is based on integrating searching with browsing; many other approaches to integrating the two paradigms are
proposed in the literature. To begin with, some approaches achieve a moderate
level of search/browse integration by facilitating transition between searching
and browsing and making it easier to combine the results. Greer and Philip
[1997] propose a “TourGuide” interface in which the user iterates between
browsing and requesting page recommendations (a form of searching). Manber
et al. [1997] propose a system in which each page’s search function is amended
based on the context of that page.
Other work focuses on displaying Web search results in the context of surrounding documents using overviews of hyperlink topology such as hierarchical outline displays or (custom) Web maps [Hersovici et al. 1998, Park and
Kim 2000]. For example, in Cha-Cha [Chen et al. 1999] and AMIT [Wittenburg
and Sigman 1997], search results are organized automatically into a nested
list to show their context within the hierarchical structure of one or more
Web sites. Also, Yahoo! [2003] represents search results as hierarchical references to Yahoo’s navigable catalogue of Web sites, when applicable. In WebCutter [Maarek and Shaul 1997], search results are shown as highlighted
nodes in a Web map visualization, helping the user understand the context
of search results within the surrounding Web topology. While these approaches
are similar in spirit to ours, they require users to work with a representation of document collections (nested list or Web map), in lieu of or in addition to the standard single-page representation traditionally used for viewing documents. In contrast, our approach relies uniquely on adding guiding
indicators to the regular single-document representation used for traditional
browsing.
A different approach is taken by, for example, Golovchinsky [1997],
Lieberman [1995], Perkowitz and Etzioni [1999] and Yan et al. [1996], in which
hyperlinks are generated dynamically based on user need and displayed in Web
documents next to existing static browsing links. However, in contrast to our
work, this approach does not focus on layering annotations or indicators directly on top of hyperlinks using the existing hyperlink structure and browsing
interface.
Annotating hyperlinks in regular single-document views is one goal of the
Web-Based Intermediaries (WBI) Project [Barrett et al. 1997, Campbell and
Maglio 1999], and we have used their framework in our prototype implementation. Most notably, the work in Campbell and Maglio proposes to annotate
hyperlinks based on expected latency. They showed that users avoided slow
links that the browsing cues indicated were unlikely to be relevant, and that
the type of link highlighting used significantly impacts the effectiveness. By
contrast, ScentTrails uses link annotation to indicate paths to documents that
match search criteria.
The extensive literature on Adaptive Hypermedia [Brusilovsky 1996] includes some work on hyperlink annotation. However, work in that area has
typically focused on automatically inferring user goals in specialized hypermedia applications such as on-line help systems.
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 10, No. 3, September 2003.
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The SuperBook [Egan et al. 1989] and NaviQue [Furnas and Rauch 1998]
interfaces both annotate or highlight paths to information matching ad-hoc
search queries. Rather than arbitrary hyperlinks on each page, SuperBook
features hierarchical linking through a table of contents view. NaviQue was
designed for a graphical zooming environment. Neither of these methods was
designed for a Web context, which features graph-structured information and
a single page-at-a-time browsing metaphor. Moreover, in these approaches,
the value of information matching a query is not discounted according to the
browsing distance (number of clicks required), which is crucial in a Web context. In contrast, we have designed our technique specifically with the Web in
mind.
Furnas recognized the potential benefit of highlighting Web hyperlinks according to the result of an ad-hoc query [Furnas 1997]. This idea was also the
focus of work on the WebWatcher project [Joachims et al. 1997, Mladenic 2001],
which uses various learning techniques to highlight links according to user
needs. However, no evaluations of the time required by users to locate information with these techniques were conducted. By contrast, we have conducted an
empirical study showing that ScentTrails significantly reduces task completion
time compared with both regular searching and browsing for the tasks studied. The ScentTrails technique is based on a concept called Information Scent,
which is described next.
3. INFORMATION GOALS AND INFORMATION SCENT
The ScentTrails technique is based on the theoretical notion of information
scent [Chi et al. 2001, Pirolli 1997] developed in the context of information
foraging theory [Pirolli et al. 1999]. In this context, Information Foraging is
related to other studies, such as Berrypicking [Bates 1989] and ASK [Belkin
1980], of how users interleave directed structured behavior (searching) with
opportunistic and unstructured behavior (browsing). Users typically forage for
information on the Web by navigating from page to page along hyperlinks. The
content of pages associated with these links is usually presented to the user
by some snippets of text or graphic called browsing cues. Foragers use these
browsing cues to access the distal content: the page at the other end of the link.
Information scent is the imperfect, subjective perception of the value, cost, or
access path of information sources obtained from browsing cues.1
We are interested in the frequent case where users have some information
goal—some specific information they are seeking—when they visit a Web site
via either a search or browse interface. To perform a search, the user selects
keywords that correspond to their information goal. When choosing from a list
of search results or from a set of outgoing links on a page being browsed, the
user examines some of the links and compares the cue (i.e., link anchor and/or
surrounding text) with his or her information goal. The user takes the degree
of similarity as an approximation to how much the content reachable via that
link coincides with their information goal.
1 Furnas

[1997] referred to such information cues as “residue.”
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Chi et al. [2001] introduce an algorithm called WUFIS that simulates the
expected surfing behavior of users following existing, imperfect browsing cues
to satisfy their information needs. As discussed later, our ScentTrails algorithm
employs some techniques that are similar to those used in WUFIS. However,
the goal of our work on ScentTrails is quite distinct. Specifically, the goal of
ScentTrails is not to understand how users would browse using existing and
likely imperfect cues, but rather to assist browsing by adding new supplemental
cues tailored to the needs of individual users. The supplemental cues do not
simply convey the likelihood with which a user is expected to follow links, but
instead provide guidance based on distal content that lies one or more clicks
away and is not currently visible to the user. Before describing ScentTrails in
detail we first motivate the need for supplemental cues by discussing some of
the limitations of traditional browsing cues.
3.1 Browsing Cues Have Limited Scent
It is well known that users often find it difficult to satisfy their information
goal quickly while browsing a Web site. The reason for this difficulty lies in
the fact that browsing cues often lack enough information to conduct the appropriate scent to the user. This limitation can be attributed to at least three
causes. First, poor link labeling can lead to inappropriate cues. Second, since
each Web page tends to contain a large number of potential destinations, the
cues are typically short and thus cannot convey a large amount of information.
Third and most importantly, browsing cues are usually not customized based
on each user’s information goal. Instead, they tend to conduct scent that represents the aggregate distal information, which is often more diluted than the
specific portion of the distal information that coincides with a particular user’s
information goal.
4. SCENTTRAILS
We introduce a technique called ScentTrails to augment the limited capability of browsing cues with an extra layer of scent that corresponds closely with
the user’s information goal. A ScentTrails user can input a list of search terms
(keywords) into an input box at any point while browsing. These keywords
represent the user’s partial information goal, or the portion of the user’s information goal that is known and representable as keywords at any one time.
ScentTrails highlights hyperlinks on the current page that lead toward pages
that match this partial information goal. The user navigates by using a combination of pre-existing browsing cues and the search cues provided by the link
highlighting. At any point, the user is able to modify the search terms as his or
her partial information goal changes and crystallizes.
Figure 1 shows a screen shot of a Web page that has been highlighted by
ScentTrails using the keywords “remote diagnostic technology.” In this example, link highlighting is achieved by increasing the font size of the link anchor
text. However, as discussed below, other link highlighting methods may be used
instead. The size of each link anchor (selected from seven possible font sizes)
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 10, No. 3, September 2003.
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Fig. 1. A sample Web page whose link anchors have been highlighted by ScentTrails for the partial
information goal “remote diagnostic technology.”

indicates how well the pages accessible via that link match the partial information goal “remote diagnostic technology.” Suppose that the remainder of the
information goal is to find copiers that can perform at least 75 copies per minute.
Existing search technology would have difficulty isolating the value corresponding to copier speed, which would require sophisticated inference since “speed”
is implied by the use of a metric such as “copies/min” or “pages/min.” However,
it is easy for a human to identify links to copiers having this criterion using the
browsing cues on this page, a summary of products provided by the Web site
designer to assist browsing. In short, for this Web site, finding a copier with
remote diagnostic technology that supports at least 75 pages per minute (i.e.,
the 5388 copier) requires the simultaneous consideration of browsing cues and
search cues.
When ScentTrails highlights links, it takes into account not only the relevancy with respect to the user’s partial information goal, but also the distance (measured in number of clicks) to relevant pages. Since we know that
in traditional browsing methods the likelihood that a user will continue surfing typically decreases with each click [Huberman et al. 1998], ScentTrails
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 10, No. 3, September 2003.
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Fig. 2. A diagram of a small Web site showing some sample keywords. Star icons indicate the
search result pages for the partial information goal “remote diagnostics.” The widths of the link
arrows indicate the Scent strengths.

tries to direct users to information that is near by, as well as relevant. ScentTrails achieves this goal by discounting the value of more distant pages
accordingly.
4.1 ScentTrails Technique
We now turn to a conceptual description of the ScentTrails technique for highlighting links. (The exact algorithm is given in the next subsection.) The first
step is to identify pages that match the user’s partial information goal (search
keywords). These pages are called the search result pages, and are the pages
that would normally be returned by a search. Hyperlink paths leading to the
search result pages are considered scent conduits. The scent of the search result pages is “wafted” outward along the scent conduits, losing intensity as it
travels. Note that scent is wafted backward along hyperlinks—the reverse direction from browsing. Scent from multiple search result pages wafting along
the same path is additive. The amount of scent reaching each link determines
how much to highlight the link.
Figure 2 shows a diagram of a small Web site with some sample keywords
from each page. The weights of the link arrows illustrate the link highlighting strengths. Links are highlighted according to the partial information goal
“remote diagnostics.” The scent flowing out of page 5 (i.e., along the link from
page 4 to 5) is the strongest since it is a search result page and it also offers
a link to another search result page (page 7). However, starting at page 1, the
path with the strongest scent leads directly to page 7, because it is significantly
closer than page 5.
There are many conceivable ways to implement link highlighting, aside from
increasing the font size (as illustrated in Figure 1), that involve the use of color,
animation, text outlining, and so on. Furthermore, in cases where the link
anchor is an image or icon instead of text, we could apply other methods more
appropriate for the graphical domain, such as increasing image brightness or
contrast, or simpler methods like a red box outline or increasing the size of
the graphic. While in this paper we focus primarily on the algorithm used to
determine how much to highlight links, described next, we provide some initial
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 10, No. 3, September 2003.
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Fig. 3. ScentTrails algorithm.

discussion of options for both automatic and designer-specified link highlighting
methods at the end of the paper in Section 6.
4.2 ScentTrails Algorithm
The goal of the ScentTrails algorithm is to compute a scent vector representing the amount of scent reaching each link from the search result pages. This
information is used to highlight links with different gradations. The overall
algorithm used to compute the scent vector is illustrated in Figure 3. The first
step is to extract the content and hyperlink topology of the Web collection.
The content can be conveniently represented as matrix W giving occurrences
of words in pages. The link topology can be represented by a normalized “to x
from” adjacency matrix T, with each row summing to 1.
Once this data has been extracted, the next step is to perform spreading
activation [Anderson 1983, Chi et al. 2001] of the identity matrix I through
the transpose of the link topology matrix TT , removing cycles in each iteration.
Removing cycles of all lengths ensures that scent is never directed back to its
origin, which could result in inappropriate link highlighting. The spreading activation computation simulates scent flow backward along links to determine
the degree to which scent from one page will reach another page, and is defined
recursively as: A(0) = I; A(t) = I + α · zdiag(TT · A(t − 1)). The zdiag() subroutine sets the diagonal entries of the matrix to zero; we discuss α shortly. Note
that spreading activation is usually performed on vectors, while our algorithm
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 10, No. 3, September 2003.
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performs spreading activation over the identity matrix, with the purpose of
simulating multiple spreading activation runs, one for each unit component
vector.
An important parameter of spreading activation controls what fraction of
the scent intensity is lost during the propagation through each link, thereby
discounting the value of distant information. This decay parameter α may vary
according to the number of links traversed, and can be set according to the “Law
of Surfing” discovered in Huberman et al. [1998]. The result of the spreading
activation computation using I iterations is the scent conduit matrix C = A(I ),
which can be thought of as indicating the aggregate width of the scent conduit
between each pair of pages. The scent conduit matrix can be precomputed from
the link topology alone.
Every time a query (list of keywords) is entered, a relevance vector r, assigning to each page a numerical score, is computed using some technique for
estimating the relevance of documents to a query. For example, a traditional
information retrieval technique such as TF.IDF [Salton and Yang 1973] might
be used.
Once a relevance vector has been created, the final step is to metaphorically
waft scent backward from search result pages by multiplying the scent conduit
matrix with the relevance vector to compute the scent vector s (i.e., s = Cr). The
intensity values in the scent vector are used to determine the link highlighting
weights. For every link from page A to B, the strength of highlighting is set
proportional to the vector element s[B] from the scent vector s. Notice that it
is not usually necessary to compute the full scent vector s. Instead, when highlighting links on a given page A having k within-site outgoing links B1 , B2 , . . . ,
Bk , we need only compute the k elements of s corresponding to pages B1 through
Bk . For each page Bi we can compute s[Bi ] by taking the dot product of the relevance vector r with the row of the scent conduit matrix C corresponding to Bi .
4.2.1 Algorithm Complexity. The offline portion of our algorithm—
precomputation of the scent conduit matrix C from the link topology matrix
T—has a worst-case asymptotic running-time of O(I · n3 ), where n is the number of documents in the corpus and I is the number of spreading activation
iterations performed. Slight improvements to the cubic running time of matrix
multiplications are possible using well-known techniques. In practice, however, most Web sites have topology matrices that are rather sparse, having
significantly fewer than n2 entries. In light of this observation we rewrite the
complexity expression as O(I · n2 · m), where m << n represents the average
number of outgoing intrasite links per page. For our test corpus, described in
Section 4.2.3, the topology matrix is very sparse, with only 0.02% non-zero entries, and m ≈ 1.6. The number of iterations I of spreading activation required
depends on the depth of the site hierarchy. For our test site, I = 5 iterations
was sufficient. Since both m and I tend to be quite small, it is realistic to consider the complexity of the offline precomputation phase of our algorithm to be
essentially O(n2 ), or quadratic in the number of pages in the corpus.
We now consider the complexity of the online component of our algorithm.
The relevance vector r is computed using conventional search engine techniques
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 10, No. 3, September 2003.
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such as inverted lists combined with TF.IDF weighting, which have known scalability properties, so we do not discuss the computation of r further. Computing
link highlighting strengths for a given page A being browsed requires computing dot products between r and k rows of the scent conduit matrix C, where k is
the number of outgoing intrasite links from page A. The worst-case complexity
of this computation is O(k · p), where p ≤ n is the number of pages matching
the search keywords (i.e., the number of non-zero entries in r). The running
time can be tuned as needed by treating small entries in r as zero, although
we did not experiment with this technique. In practice we achieved interactive response times for the entire link highlighting process, which includes this
computation as one step, in our test-bed implementation running on the Xerox.com Web corpus. Our implementation is described next, and performance
measurements over our test corpus are presented in Section 4.2.3.
4.2.2 Implementation. We implemented ScentTrails as a proxy that lies
between the user and the Web server. (In an alternative architecture, Web
content providers can make ScentTrails available as a feature of their Web
site, eliminating the need for proxies.) A proxy (or Web site) implementing
ScentTrails must store the scent conduit matrix C, which can be precomputed
from the link topology matrix T since it is independent of user queries. In
addition, the proxy or Web site must maintain information to support content
searching and scoring (i.e., inverted index, etc.), much like a search engine.
Whenever a new user query (keyword list) is provided, common search engine
techniques can be used to compute the relevance vector r, which indicates the
degree to which pages match the search keywords, efficiently.
Subsequently, each Web page requested by the user is intercepted by the
ScentTrails proxy, which highlights the links and forwards the highlighted page
to the user. In order to highlight links on a Web page, ScentTrails must compute
the entry in the scent vector s corresponding to the page linked to by each
outgoing link. This computation is performed for each link by taking the dot
product of the relevance vector r with one row of the scent conduit matrix C,
which can be performed quite efficiently since the two vectors tend to be sparse.
Increased efficiency can be achieved by treating small relevance and conduit
strength values as zero and by caching scent values for later reuse on other
links to the same page. In practice, we achieved interactive response times for
browsing using our prototype implementation. Our performance results are
described next.
4.2.3 Test Data and Performance. We tested our implementation using a
May 17, 1998 crawl of the www.xerox.com Web site. Although a bit dated, this
data was used for the purposes of relation to previous work in the Information
Scent project. The Web site corpus consists of 7549 text and html documents.
The total number of distinct words in the corpus is 30,973, and the largest
document contains 58,165 words (after stemming and removing stop words).
The Web site has a roughly hierarchical structure with a fair amount of crosslinks and cycles, and there are a total of 11,921 intrasite links among documents
in the corpus.
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 10, No. 3, September 2003.
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We used five iterations of spreading activation to compute at the outset the
scent conduit matrix C, which is sufficient for most Web sites including the
www.xerox.com site we used for testing. The running time to precompute C from
the content and topology matrices for our test site on a 733 MHz Pentium III
workstation with 256 MB of RAM was just 6.89 minutes. Since C only needs
to be computed occasionally, our technique should scale to larger Web sites.
The resulting C matrix had 3.6 million non-zero entries, requiring only 74 MB
to store, and could easily be cached in memory. (Selective caching of individual
rows of scent conduit matrices of very large Web sites is a topic for future work.)
At runtime, computing the dot product between one (in-memory) row of C and
a typical relevance vector r took only about 200 milliseconds on our modest
workstation. These performance results suggest that our algorithm is cheap
and easy to implement for existing Web sites of roughly ten thousand pages. In
Section 7 we discuss avenues for scaling our algorithm to handle larger sites.
4.2.4 Discussion. It is important to note that ScentTrails works by first
performing a search, and then wafting the scent from the search results toward
the user. Therefore, any advances in search engine technology apply directly to
ScentTrails.
As mentioned earlier, the ScentTrails algorithm bears some resemblance to
the WUFIS algorithm [Chi et al. 2001], which also uses spreading activation.
However, the algorithms differ. In particular, WUFIS uses spreading activation
to cause a simulated population of users to flow along links in proportion to
the degree to which existing browsing cues match their information goals. In
contrast, the ScentTrails algorithm uses spreading activation to cause scent
placeholders to flow along links in reverse and with all links treated equally,
independent of existing browsing cues. The result is an artificial scent conduit
system for propagating scent from search result pages to links on pages being
browsed by users. At runtime, the artificial scent conduit information is used
in conjunction with search result pages identified by user queries to create
supplemental cues used to assist browsing.
5. EVALUATION
To study the effectiveness of ScentTrails, we conducted a preliminary user evaluation using a prototype implemented as a Web proxy using the WBI framework [Barrett et al. 1997]. Our prototype supports four information-seeking
interfaces. First, it supports pure browsing trivially by leaving pages unmodified. Second, pure searching is available via a standard full-text keyword search
interface that returns the matching pages in the Web site in ranked order, ten
at a time. Third, in the ScentTrails interface, the user is first asked for a list of
keywords. The proxy then intercepts subsequent Web pages on their way to the
browser and highlights the links by increasing the font size of the link anchor
text, as in Figure 1.
Finally, to determine whether the mild complexity of the ScentTrails algorithm is warranted, we implemented a variation of ScentTrails called
ShortScent. ShortScent is identical to ScentTrails except that scent from
search result pages only reaches neighboring pages, and does not travel across
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multiple links. In other words, the search cues in ShortScent are only computed
based on a one page look-ahead. From the user’s perspective, there is no visible
difference between the ShortScent and ScentTrails interfaces.
In interfaces where users enter keywords (e.g., the ScentTrails, ShortScent,
and search interfaces), the proxy further modifies all pages by emphasizing
occurrences of the search keywords. This feature makes it easy to identify relevant information within a single page. The browsing interface does not support
this feature, since there are no keywords associated with browsing.
5.1 Experiment
5.1.1 Subjects. Twelve Xerox PARC employees and interns participated in
our study. They had no prior knowledge of the ScentTrails project, and none
were well versed on the Xerox.com consumer product line or Web site layout,
which we used in our experiment.
5.1.2 Task Materials. The Web site data for our experiment was provided
by the crawl of the www.xerox.com Web site described in Section 4.2.4, which
is a corporate site of moderate size. We chose eight information-seeking tasks
relevant to this specific Web site:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Find a copier with recyclable toner.
You have a business at home and you want a copier with photo support.
Find a copier with glossy print capability.
Find a digital, black & white copier that supports rotation.
Find a copier with remote diagnostic technology that can do at least 80 copies
per minute.
6. Find a 400 dpi (dots per inch) copier with a counterfeit deterrent system.
7. Find a black & white machine that supports scan, fax, print, and copy with
collation.
8. Find a 5 to 20 cpm (copies per minute) copier with photo support.
We selected these tasks based on our experience with the Xerox.com site, and
verified that they represented typical ones for this site by examining feedback
emails indicating tasks Xerox.com customers wanted to accomplish. Notice that
we elected not to sample tasks randomly from feedback emails. Instead, since
the focus of our study was to understand differences among searching, browsing, and the new ScentTrails interface, we constructed our task set by hand to
ensure adequate representation of tasks amenable to searching as well as ones
amenable to browsing while keeping the task set small. Admittedly, this study is
somewhat limited due to the fact that we used a small task set. However, our experimental task time completion results, presented later, verify that we did succeed in obtaining a mix of tasks more amenable to searching (e.g., tasks 1, 3, 6)
and to browsing (e.g., tasks 5, 8). Interestingly, subtle differences in the nature
of the task, such as permitting a range of options for a numeric specification
(e.g., at least 80 cpm) versus a precise target (e.g., exactly 400 dpi), can sometimes significantly affect the amenability to searching versus browsing. Our
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results also suggest a range of difficulty levels among tasks—that certain tasks
seem difficult using any interface (e.g., task 7), while others appear to be easier
to complete quickly (e.g., task 6).
To gain some understanding of the effectiveness of our ScentTrails technique,
we chose to study a prototypical corporate Web site of moderate size with tasks
that are as realistic as possible. However, the reality is that our experiment only
studies one site and one set of tasks specific to this site. The generalizability
of the experimental results presented below is therefore somewhat limited.
Clearly, to gain a broader picture of how ScentTrails performs as a technique,
a broader study consisting of more sites and more tasks is necessary. Ideally,
that would require a broader effort involving understanding the space of all
possible Web tasks and sampling that space appropriately. Recently, Morrison
et al. [2001] studied Web activities using the Georgia Tech WWW Surveys and
constructed a taxonomy of the Web tasks found in that survey. With broader
understandings of typical Web tasks, we will be able to study task effects more
generally.
5.1.3 Experimental Procedure. Our experiment followed a within-subject
randomized block design. Each of the twelve subjects performed each of the
eight tasks exactly once. There are four interface conditions, so each subject
used each interface twice. Thus, the number of trials for each interface condition was 24. The interface to be used was counter-balanced across tasks. For
example, the first subject was asked to use ScentTrails for task 1, ShortScent
for task 2, Browse for task 3, Search for task 4, and so on. The assignment of interface to task was varied across subjects to minimize the influence of learning
effects on results.
Before the experiment, each subject was asked to observe as we performed
a short demonstration of each of the interfaces available: Browse, Search,
ScentTrails, and ShortScent. We made sure that all subjects were familiar
with browsing and keyword searching. Each subject was then permitted a five
minute training period in which to familiarize himself/herself with ScentTrails
and ShortScent. The purpose of the training period was to make sure the subject
understood and felt comfortable using these interfaces.
When using one of the ScentTrails, ShortScent, or Search interfaces, subjects formulated their own search queries using keywords with no restrictions,
and they were permitted to revise their keywords or submit new search queries
as many times as they wished. In the ScentTrails and ShortScent interfaces,
search result pages used to compute link highlighting strengths were selected
by the algorithm from pages within the www.xerox.com Web site. Browsing
of highlighted documents began with the root page, with the ability to reformulate search keywords as desired. In the Search interface, pages internal to
the www.xerox.com site were selected and displayed in a ranked list of search
results, and users were permitted to browse freely and without restrictions,
starting from the ranked result page, after performing each search.
We measured the time it took to complete each task. Tasks that took longer
than five minutes to complete were interrupted to reduce the length of each
user session and avoid user fatigue. (In most cases, when the user had not been
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Fig. 4a. Average task completion time (minutes) for each task/interface pair, with standard error.

Fig. 4b. Average task completion time for each of the interfaces combined across tasks, with
standard error.

able to complete the task within five minutes we observed that they had become frustrated and had lost hope of completing the task efficiently.) After each
subject had finished all the trials, we conducted a short interview. The subject
was asked which interface they preferred, and what criteria they used when
deciding which link to click on. We also requested feedback on the ScentTrails
interface.
5.2 Analysis
Figure 4 shows the task completion time results from the experiment. In
Figure 4a, the average task completion time is shown for each task/interface
pair, along with standard error bars. Recall from Section 5.1.2 that when selecting tasks we wanted to ensure a range of difficulty levels and include some
tasks that are amenable to searching as well as others that are more amenable
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Fig. 5. The fraction of trials that were stopped after five minutes with the task left incomplete,
for each interface.

to browsing. Indeed, from Figure 4a we see that some tasks are more suited to
searching (e.g., task 1, 3, 6), and some to browsing (e.g., tasks 5, 8). Furthermore, some tasks appear to be easier than others (e.g., tasks 3, 6 versus tasks
4, 7).
In Figure 4b, for each interface, the average task completion time combined
over all tasks is shown along with the standard error. On average, searching
performed better than browsing, and ScentTrails performed better than both
searching and browsing. Thus, the figure clearly shows that, using the same
keyword entry capability, ScentTrails performs better than a simple full-text
search. Recall that each trial was stopped after five minutes even if the task
had not been completed by that time. In cases where the task was incomplete
after the time limit the trial time was recorded as five minutes, so the average
times should be interpreted with this effect in mind. To help understand the
effect of limiting the trial times, Figure 5 reports the fraction of trials that
were halted after five minutes with the task left incomplete. Note that only
a small fraction of the trials for ScentTrails had to be interrupted due to the
time limit compared with the other three interfaces. Therefore, Figure 4 and all
subsequent analyses represent a conservative evaluation of ScentTrails relative
to the other interfaces.
We now describe the analysis showing statistically significant differences
between the interfaces. First, we performed a repeated measures analysis of
variance (ANOVA) on performance time with interface as the within-subjects
factor. The ANOVA yielded a main effect of interface, F(3,33) = 6.088, p = 0.002.
Overall, the interface condition had a statistically significant effect on the task
performance.
Next, to determine the grouping and ordering of the interface conditions, we
used paired t-tests to examine differences between interface conditions. We used
an alpha level of .02 for these tests to account for multiple comparisons. Because
we cut off performance time at 5 minutes, an event that occurred more often in
the browsing and searching conditions, we felt that a more conservative alpha
was not appropriate. The results show that ScentTrails differs significantly both
from searching, t(11) = −2.828, p = .016, and from browsing, t(11) = −4.275,
p = .001. (ScentTrails M = 1.59 minutes, ShortScent M = 2.35 minutes, search
M = 3.04 minutes, browse M = 3.53 minutes.)
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We wished to further test the hypothesis that Scent-based interfaces are
quantitatively different from the searching and browsing interfaces by performing a Linear Contrast between the two Scent-based interfaces (ScentTrails and
ShortScent) and the two traditional interfaces (search and browse). The result
indicates a linear separation between the two groups, t(33) = −3.843, p < 0.001.
We therefore conclude that there is significant differentiation between the Scent
interfaces and both searching and browsing.
The remaining question is how different the two Scent interfaces are from
each other. A Linear Contrast test was not able to show conclusively that there
is a linear separation, t(33) = −1.567, p = 0.1266. Perhaps this result can be
attributed to the fact that the test corpus we used in our experiment was somewhat shallow—the length of paths from the root document to typical documents
matching user queries did not generally exceed three or four. We believe that
an expanded study on a variety of Web sites including ones with more deeply
nested hierarchies would be desirable to conclusively test for quantitative differences between the ShortScent and ScentTrails interfaces.
5.3 Subject Interviews
5.3.1 Interface Preference. Ten out of twelve subjects, when interviewed
after the experiment, stated that they preferred the Scent interfaces to both
browsing and searching. The other two subjects declined to state a preference,
citing lack of sufficient experience to make a judgment.
5.3.2 Advantages of Combining Searching with Browsing. During the interview, several subjects mentioned, without being explicitly asked, that the
Scent interface permitted them to narrow down some aspects of the task with
keywords, while honing in on other aspects by browsing. For example, the
Xerox.com home page features two main sections: one with links to press releases and one with links to information about products. Our tasks required
subjects to locate products. Using the search interface, subjects found it difficult to differentiate between products and press releases, since this context was
embedded in the path to the pages. ScentTrails proved more successful. While
the search cues sometimes indicated that some press releases and some products matched the search keywords equally well, the subjects tended to follow
links from the products section. This demonstrates that, for the tasks we studied, users were able to consider browsing cues and search cues simultaneously
to make intelligent decisions. Moreover, our quantitative analysis found that
the additional algorithm and interface complexity of the ScentTrails technique
did not detract from its effectiveness.
5.3.3 Praise and Criticisms of Highlighting Method. Several subjects mentioned that they liked the link highlighting because it made browsing more
efficient. They tended to focus on the strongly highlighted links, and to choose
among those links based on the browsing cues. This saved them time because
they were able to narrow their focus quickly to a handful of links on each page.
However, several of the subjects thought that, although link highlighting was
useful, the specific method we used to highlight links, increasing the font size
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of textual hyperlinks, could be improved upon. We discuss options for link highlighting next.
6. LINK HIGHLIGHTING METHODS
As mentioned earlier, there are many conceivable ways to implement link highlighting. We have chosen not to focus on the choice of highlighting method but
rather on the algorithm for determining link highlighting strengths, and our
experimental results show that our algorithm works well for the content and
tasks we studied. That said, the choice of highlighting method is clearly an
important consideration, and we provide some initial discussion of link highlighting options here, leaving further study as future work.
Although we found font size variation (as illustrated in Figure 1) to be for
the most part a reasonable link highlighting method for the Web site we used
in our experiments, it has at least two drawbacks that could become more
severe with other Web sites. First, it tends to distort the formatting of the page,
making the page more difficult to read. Second, since users generally do not
know the original font sizes, it is ambiguous in some cases to what degree the
font has been modified by the ScentTrails algorithm. For these reasons, font
size variation for link highlighting may not be amenable to Web sites that rely
heavily on tightly formatted layouts or use many different font sizes on a single
page. Furthermore, the method of varying font size is obviously not applicable
to graphical link anchors, and alternative methods are required for Web sites
that make heavy use of graphical icons as link anchors.
Aside from increasing the font size, other link highlighting options for text
include changing the text color or background color, animating the text (e.g.,
blinking text), changing the font style, outlining the text, or some combination
of these methods.2 If the link anchor is an image or icon instead of text, we could
apply methods more appropriate for the graphical domain. Since many Web
sites mix textual and graphical link anchors, it is important to use a highlighting method that applies equally well and uniformly to both types of anchors.
Figure 6 suggests two candidate methods for use in highlighting both textual
and graphical link anchors automatically: outlining links with lines of varying
thickness, and varying the background color or degree of shading. Of these two
methods, varying the background may be problematic for icons that lack an obvious “background” region that covers a reasonable area. In contrast, outlining
appears to be broadly applicable to most types of icons (by using a rare color
for outlines, this technique can be made resistant to icons that already include
an outline). Also, the method of link outlining has the additional advantage
that it does not require modifying image files, which can be computationally
expensive. On the other hand, while outlining seems promising for highlighting
small to medium sized icons, the technique may not provide adequate emphasis
for very large graphical links whose border is well away from the main focal
area. In the future we plan to perform experimental studies to determine good
overall methods for automatic link highlighting.
2 Woodruff

et al. [2001] consider some methods for visually highlighting parts of Web pages in a
different context.
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Fig. 6. Some example link highlighting methods.

In practice, the best strategy may be to offer a range of automatic link highlighting options, so Web site designers who deploy a ScentTrails proxy are able
select the highlighting method most amenable to their content and layouts.
Finally, as an alternative to relying on automatic link highlighting, Web site
designers could provide customized “style sheets” specifying how link anchors
should appear under different degrees of highlighting.
7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we introduced ScentTrails, a novel method for finding information on the Web. ScentTrails combines browsing and searching to achieve the
best of both worlds. Based on the concept of Information Scent [Chi et al. 2001],
ScentTrails highlights hyperlinks according to the relevance of each link to keywords entered by the user. In this way, search cues are layered on top of existing
browsing cues to enable the user to locate pages matching complex information
goals that are suited partially to searching and partially to browsing.
We evaluated ScentTrails by performing a preliminary user study, which
yielded positive results. From our statistical analyses, we concluded that ScentTrails provides a way to locate information significantly more quickly than by
either searching or browsing alone for the tasks and content we studied. Since
ScentTrails combines the functionality of searching and browsing into a single interface, it should be suitable for a wide variety of information seeking
scenarios.
As future work we plan to test the generalizability of our results by evaluating the effectiveness of the ScentTrails approach on other Web sites and
with other information seeking tasks. We also intend to study the scalability of
the ScentTrails algorithm to larger Web sites in terms of the costs to compute
and store the scent conduit matrix and the latency incurred while accessing it
at runtime. Additionally, we intend to investigate algorithms for selective inmemory caching of the scent conduit matrix when the matrix is large. Finally,
we plan to test scalability to large volumes of user requests, which can potentially be achieved by mirroring the ScentTrails proxy, since users are treated
independently in our approach.
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Another important topic for future work will be to investigate and compare
different highlighting techniques for textual and graphical link anchors. Finally, we are also interested in applying the concept of ScentTrails to the domain of Web site analysis and tuning. ScentTrails can potentially be used to
identify specific links whose browsing cues can be improved.
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